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        DEXOPAY WALLET FOR YOUR CRYPTO ASSETS

        
            Dexopay Wallets; It allows you to access your cryptocurrency, send and receive cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum.



            Crypto wallets do not actually store your crypto money, unlike regular wallets where fiat coins are stored. Your assets are on the blockchain and they can only be accessed using the private key. Your keys prove ownership of your digital currency and allow you to transact. If you lose your private keys, you also lose access to your funds. That's why it's important to use a reliable wallet provider. Dexopay wallet is the safest and easiest online way to access your cryptocurrency.
        

        with Dexopay wallet

        	Manage all your digital assets in one place
	Receive instant euros converted payments
	Make FAST GLOBAL money transfers confirmed in minutes to anywhere in the world
	Pay LOWER TRANSFER FEES compared to other payment processors
	Don't be affected by the risk of VOLATILITY.
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        EXCHANGE TRANSACTIONS

        
            Cryptocurrency is digital and does not have physical boundaries like other currencies. That's why sending cryptocurrencies is as easy as sending an email.
            
 

            After creating your Dexopay Wallet, you just need to open your crypto wallet, enter the wallet address and choose how much crypto you want to send. A small fee, often referred to as a “fuel fee,” is charged when sending cryptocurrencies. However, this fee is lower compared to other payment processors.
            
 

            Each type of cryptocurrency has its own address, so you can only send Bitcoin to Bitcoin address and Ethereum to Ethereum address. Once your transaction is verified and confirmed, the cryptocurrency will appear in the recipient's account. This process may take a few seconds or a few minutes. With Dexopay Wallet, it's that easy to send FAST GLOBAL crypto money approved in minutes to anywhere in the world.
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        COMMERCIAL API

        
            API (Application Programming Interface) is short for Application Programming Interface, a software agent that allows two applications to talk to each other. Applications often use application API to make transactions more secure and faster. The API is used by many applications or services that make our daily work easier.



            Start accepting Bitcoin in your online store with our Dexopay payment processing APIs. Open a Vendor account and grow your customer base.
        


        What Dexopay provides you:

        	Secure Bitcoin wallet
	Instant exchange of incoming Bitcoin payments with EUR
	Local and international bank transfers
	Special customer representative for you


    






    
        
            AUTO PILOT

            
                Dexopay autopilot: collects real-time crypto market information using artificial intelligence, machine learning and APIs. It then analyzes this information using useful and actionable metrics and trading strategies, and places trade orders based on this analysis, giving you the chance to compete with professional algorithmic traders and hedge funds without giving up on your day-to-day work.
            

        

    






    
        HOW DO I BE A MEMBER?
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                CREATE A FREE ACCOUNT
            


            
                02
                
                   LOG IN
                
            


            
                
                    Being a member of Dexopay is quite simple. On the "Register for Dexopay" page, enter your e-mail address and set a password for your account.
                
            


            
                03
                FILL KYC FORM
            


            
                
                    After completing the "KYC Identity Verification Form" consisting of 6 steps, Dexopay examines your data. After your application is verified, you can start using Dexopay with your registered e-mail address and password.
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                   LOG IN
                
            

            
                
                    A confirmation e-mail will be sent to your registered e-mail address. Log in to your account by clicking the link in the email you received.
                
            

            

        


        
            Being a member of Dexopay is quite simple. To become a member of Dexopay, it is sufficient to sign up with your e-mail address and verify your identity.



            On the "Register for Dexopay" page, enter your e-mail address, set a password for your account. Your password must be a combination of numbers and letters. It must contain at least 8 characters, including a CAPITAL and a digit.



            The system will send a confirmation e-mail to your registered e-mail address. Log in to your account by clicking the link in the email you received. If you cannot find the e-mail in your inbox, please check other folders in your e-mail or click the "Resend E-mail" option to have it resent.


        



        Select your country of residence by logging into your Dexopay account; The KYC Authentication screen will open. The KYC Verification screen consists of 6 steps.

        	1. Proceed to the next screen by ticking the checkbox regarding the accuracy of the information you provided on the first screen.
	2. Identity Document Photo - You will need to upload a clear photo of your valid personal identification document. Please select the type of your documents and the country in which they were issued. Many users can choose to verify with a passport, ID card or driver's license. Please check the available options for your country. (Landing page and cover of your passport OR front and back of your national ID card).
	3. Your Photo ID - Upload a clear picture of your face holding your ID and a strip of paper with a timestamp and unique verification number as shown in the picture. don't cover yourself
	4. Real Person Check - Turn on your device's camera and enable access to video and audio recording. Record the video and save the recording while slowly moving your head from left to right.
	5. Address Verification - Upload a recent image of your gas, water, electricity or landline phone bill. The invoice must not be older than 3 months and the document must clearly state your name and address.
	6. Phone - Finally provide a valid mobile phone number that can be used for SMS authentication.


        
            After completing your KYC Authentication, Dexopay will review your data as soon as possible. We will send you an email notification after your application has been verified.
        

    






    
        
            
                TO ENTER THE WORLD OF CRYPTO WITH DEXOPAY
            

            Register Now
        

    





























    ABOUT US


    
        
            
                
                    The Octopus Pays brand was established in 2018 and registered under company name OCTOPUSPAYS LIMITED.


                    Company is incorporated in Canada as registered legal entity OCTOPUSPAYS LIMITED, Incorporation number 1334664-1, MSB registration number M21473478.


                    PRESS & MEDIA: Contact only for PR purposes: support@dexopay.com
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            	Company


        


        
            LEGAL INFORMATION

            	Terms and Conditions
	Privacy Policy
	Pricing
	AKK / Customer Recognition
	Risk Warning


        


        
            HELP

            	Contact us
	Complaint
	Blog


        


    


    
        
            OCTOPUSPAYS LIMITED

            Corporation number 1334664-1

            Adress: 1800-130 King Street West, 

            Toronto Ontario M5X 1E3, Canada

            MSB registration number: M21473478

            
                Copyright © GECKO I Kuyruklu Reklam Ajansı. All rights reserved
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